“Whatever you do, don’t fall asleep” by Daniella Jacoby and Nicole Shantuk

BRUNSWICK, OH – Whether it be in black and white or brilliant color, Halloween movies have been a staple of this time of year for generations. As special effects progressed, old-fashioned scares like chocolate for blood and rubber knives became a thing of the past. CGI soon took over with the intentions to add gruesome details and unhinged elements for an overall frightful experience. However, beloved classics such as Dracula, Frankenstein and The Wolfman still remain popular to this day. Child friendly favorites like Scooby-Doo and Casper are still loved as well, making their rounds on TV for anyone to enjoy. No matter the type of Halloween movie you enjoy, they will always come out of hiding waiting for the perfect moment to strike. Below are two lists of Halloween favorites that we collected, featuring “Classics” and “Newbies”.

Classics (1960-1999)

- Psycho (1960)
- It’s The Great Pumpkin Charlie Brown (1966)
- The Exorcist (1973)
- Texas Chainsaw Massacre (1974)
- Carrie (1976)
- Halloween (1978)
- Friday the 13th (1980)
- The Evil Dead (1981)
- A Nightmare on Elm Street (1984)
- Silver Bullet (1985)
- Child’s Play (1988)
- Beetlejuice (1988)
- The Nightmare Before Christmas (1993)
- Scream (1996)

New to Theaters:

- Crimson Peak
- Director Guillermo del Toro’s new movie, is a gothic romance centered around young Edithe Cushing (Mia Wasikowska) and her whirlwind romance with the mysteriousSir Thomas Sharpe (Tom Hid-dleston). The movie is filled with twists and turns leading to some unexpected revelations that make the movie even more haunting than it already is. Using an elaborately mansion that bleeds stories of the past, del Toro makes a turn-of-the-20th century love story into a cataclysmic blizzard of jealousy, greed, and true fear. After all, everyone has a skeleton in their closet.

New in for a scare

- The Ring (2002)
- Corpse Bride (2005)
- Paranormal Activity (2009)
- Insidious (2011)
- The Cabin in the Woods (2012)
- The Woman in Black (2012)
- Sinister (2012)
- The Conjuring (2013)
- Stage Fright (2014)
- Annabelle (2014)
- The Visit (2015)
- Unfriended (2015)
- It Follows (2015)

Reader beware, you’re in for a scare by Nicole Shantuk

BRUNSWICK, OH – Living dummies, painted masks, and vengeful lawn gnomes; every one of these things can paint a bigger picture of remembrance. Just in time for Halloween, the anticipated Goosebumps hits the big screens with the intention of bringing back old childhood frights and vintage feeling. The nostalgical experience will possibly attract some old viewers, as well as new ones. Goosebumps was an important corner stone for many teenagers today. Seeing this movie may bring back distant memories spent on the couch in the dead of night, hoping Slappy doesn’t visit you.

Jack Black will be starring as R.L. Stine, the original creator of the Goosebumps franchise, as well as Fear Street and The Haunting Hour. Alongside Dylan Minnette and Odeya Rush, new rising star actors- the three will surely cook up a batch of classic scares and frightful fun for the whole family.

The film is about a teenage boy named Zach Cooper (Minnette) who unwillingly moves to a small town in Maryland after his mother gets a job as a vice principal of a local school. Befriending the girl next door (Rush), he discovers that her fa-ther is R.L. Stine (Black), a well-known children’s author. Protective and reserved, Stine does not appear to be afraid of anything, excluding getting his hands on empty threats and closed curtains. However, Zach undoubtedly gets on his bad side the second he releases an unmarked force within the manuscripts of Stine’s books. Turns out, the monsters and ghouls that exist inside the Goosebumps se ries are real - and they eat up fear.

In the USA, Goosebumps premiered October 16, 2015 in select theaters. The re lease was held by Columbia Pic tures, with the assistance of Sony Pictures. The real R.L. Stine claims that all the early monsters from his books will be featured in this film, so viewers are guaran teed for a scare.

“They all come out, they’re all there,” Stine added. Coming Soon.net. “The real evil one is Slappy the Dummy, he’s there, the Abominable Snow man from Pasadena is there, and lawn gnomes, HUNDREDS of lawn gnomes. They’re great, they’re really good.”

If you want to reminisce a childhood well spent, or simply try something new from long ago, grab a group of friends and hop in the car to the nearest theater. A useful tip: be sure not to stop at HorrorLand along the way.

Logan Whitcomb plays his way to China by Kaitlyn Christman

BRUNSWICK, OH – Over summer break, many high school students find themselves hanging out around Brunswick and going on small adventures with their friends, but this summer, BHS senior and Camerata bass player Logan Whitcomb ventured out a little farther than the borders of Brunswick, Ohio. On June 15th, over the course of 9 days, Whitcomb along with roughly 75 other musicians of the Cleveland Orchestra Youth Orchestra traveled 16 hours to Beijing, Tianjin, Shanghai and Ningbo in China with their conductor Brett Mitchell. While in China, Whitcomb played at the Forbidden City Concert Hall, the Tianjin Grand Theatre, the Shangh hai Oriental Arts Center, and the Ningbo Poly Theatre. “It was just overwhelming- ly positive and life changing, they are extremely talented musicians,” said Whitcomb. There was a personal fee for the trip, but the trip was also made possible in part by the Jules and Ruth Vin ney COYO (Cleveland Orchestra Youth Orchestra) touring fund.

Throughout Whitcomb’s 4 years at BHS, he has been the first chair bassist in the Camerata orchestra. At the end of his freshman year, Whitcomb began practicing up to 4 hours a day, when he was pushed by his private lesson’s teacher Diane Rich ardson to audition for the youth orchestra. In Whitcomb’s sopho more year of high school, he was accepted into the orchestra on his first attempted audition. BHS orchestra director Mrs. Valerie Roman feels that by Whitcomb joining the Cleveland Orchestra Youth Orchestra, it has helped him to develop a sense of musical maturity and ensemble skills. “Logan was exposed to a wide variety of composers and musical styles that he might not have had the opportunity to perform anywhere else, especially music they prepared for the China tour,” said Mrs. Roman.

In Whitcomb’s free time, he enjoys playing in a band and writing and recording his own music where he not only plays the upright bass, but he sings and plays the electric guitar, and ukule le. Although Whitcomb does not plan on having a future career with music, he stated that “music will always be a part of my life.”

Whitcomb experienced something that many people will never get the chance to in their lifetime. As of right now, he is the only BHS student involved in a music program to have ever traveled to the other side of the world with an ensemble. This is the first time that the Cleveland Orchestra Youth Orchestra had ever traveled to Asia and Whitcomb stated that if he were ever presented with the opportunity to go again, he would. “It is just a great ensemble with a lot of great people who are extremely talent- ed and extremely intelligent and it taught me to connect with music in a way that was much more than just notes on a page,” said Whitcomb.
Sports

Saying goodbye to the Friday night lights
by Olivia Francis

BRUNSWICK, OH – “Football is Football and Talent is Talent. But your mindset of the team makes all the difference,” said Robert Griffin III (Quarterback of the Washington Redskins). On Friday October 30, 2015, the boys varsity football team will be playing their last and biggest game of the entire season. They will wrap up their season and play against Strongsville, their rivals, at their home field. Aside the fact that it is a big game, it has a little more meaning to it because of it being senior night and their last football game ever. This is the last chance for them to make their mark as a Brunswick football player.

The players have some high expectations for the game as well as Coach Luke Real. Senior Sean Kilbane stated “I expect that we will play our hardest since it’s our last game as seniors, it will be a very good game to watch.” The team will put in their best effort and fight their hardest to win their final game. “Regardless of the record, it’s always a hard-hitting game [with Strongsville], and we are looking forward to a challenge” said varsity head coach, Mr. Real.

Although this will be a fun and entertaining game for the fans, it is very bittersweet for the players, as this will be the last time on the field for most of them. “I will miss the Friday night lights because it is what I have looked forward to since I was a little kid playing youth football,” said senior quarterback Nick Horton. “Everyone wants to walk off that field for the last time with a smile on their face, and right now they boys are doing everything they can do. Senior night means more than just being a senior. It means this is the end, and it’s time to fight with their hearts on their sleeves and try and win the last game for Brunswick and leave their mark in Brunswick football history.

BRUNSWICK, OH – Boys soccer season has come to an end after a loss to Akron Hoban this past Saturday. After an impressive season going 11-4-1 and great play from players all around and solid bench contribution. The Devil’s got a first round bye in this year’s playoffs. When asked about how they thought the season went, Junior Ryan Scott noted that, “We really learned to work together and play as a team throughout the season, something we struggled to do in the past.” The boys had a lot of fan support behind them this year after they made a run to the playoffs last year, many people expected them to return. After a bad tie in the opening of the season and a 1-0 loss to the #5 team in the state, Solon, the Devils caught fire and hit a 9 game winning streak, which got them to the 11-4-1 season and got them the 3rd seed in the playoffs. Nick Felician was the leading goal scorer for the Blue Devils this year with 15 goals, he also tied a record held by BHS alum Kyle Hotz of 5 goals in a game, when he scored 5 goals against Euclid. Yet another impressive year from goalie Gavin Leindecker who had a great season with 7 clean sheets or shut outs. The Devils tried to avenge a horrid 6-1 loss to Medina last year in the playoffs. But after the loss to Hoban on Saturday, the season has come to an end, the boys had a solid year. They are graduating a few starters, but look for them to be back in the playoffs next year.